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Abstract

Dealing with the government is often regarded as a negative experience. Bureaucracy and a not
transparent, inefficient way of working are the troubling thoughts remaining in the back of the
heads of the citizens and companies. In the current Internet age people expect all government
services, products and information to be on the Internet, and that all the dealings with the gov-
ernment can be done electronically.

In the Netherlands many plans for reforming the government have seen the light over the past
decade. Many eventually failed. The action plan "Andere Overheid" is the latest attempt in
creating an electronic government. This plan calls for an customer-centric government, which is
efficient, transparent and conducts 65% of its business over the internet by 2007. This plan gave
birth to several initiatives and plans to implement the electronic government.

But how is this electronic government implemented? What are the fundamental principles and
the key aspects? And how does a client system fit in the electronic government?

This thesis first looks at the fundamental principles and the reference architecture of The Dutch
electronic government. A proposal on how this can can be implemented follows. After having
defined what the implementation looks like, the focus shifts to the client systems which have to
be absorbed in this electronic goverment. A proof of concept is implemented where an existing
system for communal taxes is "SOA-enabled", meaning that web services are build on the system
so that it will fit in the big service oriented architecture of the electronic government.
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Preface

This thesis is written by Laurens van der Starre at the Groningen office of the Vertis BV IT com-
pany. The research domain is the electronic government and how the GemTax product for the
billing and collecting of communal taxes should fit into this electronic government.

The company Vertis BV originated from a collaboration between Avebe and Akzo Systems. From
this collaboration a software company was founded, on the 1st of January 1990 Vertis BV was
born. Today Vertis BV has five offices spread throughout the Netherlands: Veendam, Enschede,
Wageningen, Leidschendam and the head office in Groningen. Vertis BV has approximately 400
employees.

The company Vertis BV is part of a holding company. Magentis BV and ApplicationNet BV are
examples of companies which are also part of this Holding. At the end of 2005 the holding has
been taken over by the Ordina company. From 2007 the name Vertis BV will disappear and will
be replaced by a new one, which will identify it as an Ordina company.

Vertis BV specialises itself as a software company which builds software based on Cfracle tech-
nology it is therefore an Oracle Partner. Vertis BV builds standard and custom software based on
Oracle Products, but also builds Oracle E-Business Suite, Business Intelligence and Infrastructure
solutions.

The customers of Vertis BV are situated in various domains, varying from the food, water and
agricultural domain to the government domains.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Ever since the computer was introduced in the Netherlands, the Dutch government tried to in-
crease the efficiency of their information warehousing. In the 60's this resulted in a central data
administration for municipalities (the so called "GBA" or "Gemeentelijke Basis Administratie
voor persoonsgegevens", "Municipal Personal Records Database") which houses the personal
data of citizens like marital status, offspring etcetera.

This was, of course, a great leap forward from the paper archives. However, the problem was that
the number systems within the government kept expanding, resulting in the Dutch government
of today which is faced with data spread overfifteen thousand government bodies in thirty thousand
systems [13]. Making matters worse: these systems are more or less developed independently of
each other. It may come as no surprise that these systems are not (fully) compatible with each
other.

This challenging ICT infrastructure not only sprouted some technical problems, but also the gov-
ernment's service towards their customers, the citizens and businesses, suffered.

In 2003 the Dutch cabinet started an action plan called "Programma Andere Overheid" which
called for the realisation of a better functioning, more efficient, demand-driven and customer-
centric government [10]. To accomplice this, better cooperation between national government,
local government bodies and public agencies is needed. This means that all those different sys-
tems introduced earlier have to start working together —somehow. Government agencies and
government related organisations have proposed a service oriented approach for the realisation
of the electronic government.

The "Programma Andere Overheid" is not the first attempt of the Dutch government to imple-
ment electronic services for the government. Over the years many plans have been initiated but
they did not always result in the goals the policy makers expected [4]. The main reason these ear-
lier plans failed was because the (local) governments in question and their public servants were
not motivated enough to really make it happen. The "Programma Andere Overheid" is the latest
attempt to reform the ICT services of the government. However, this time it is backed by laws
and regulations. The date these laws will be valid is the ultimate deadline for the government
and public agencies to comply.

This thesis is done for the company Vertis By. Vertis BV is part of Ordina NV and makes software
based on the products of Oracle for a wide range of customers, including the government. Oracle
is one of the world's leading enterprise software companies, and has a wide range of database
products, enterprise solutions and development frameworks. Vertis BV has a product for the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

billing and collection of communal taxes: GemTax is for use by municipal authorities. Gemlax
depends on two systems: an operational data storage system ("BAS") and a system that uses that
data for the billing and collecting processes ("HEIN"). These systems are not yet compliant with
the vision that the Dutch government has. In this thesis GemTax is redesigned as part of a Proof
of Concept to fit it into the electronic government framework.

1.2 Research question

This thesis is concerned with the electronic government and, in particular, with the fitting of a
tax billing and collecting system into the electronic government framework. The plans that exist
for the electronic government are high level documents that should be read more as a guideline
rather than technical design documents. Aside from the technicalities the judiciary also has a say
in the electronic government. Laws about the protection of privacy sensitive data and archiv-
ing formal communications of the government are of course also applicable for the electronic
government. This has a profound impact on what can be done, and what not.

The research question of this thesis is therefore the following:

In what way should the electronic government architecture be implemented such that
client systems can use the provided data and functionality in the way Dutch laws and
regulations prescribe?

To answer this question the following needs to be investigated:

1. What are the underlying principles of the electronic government?

2. What is the electronic government?

3. What is a viable solution for implementing the electronic government?

4. How should client systems fit in this electronic government?

The theoretical description and viable solution for implementing the electronic government and
the way client systems should fit into the electronic government framework is put into practice
in a Proof of Concept where the GemTax product will be redesigned to fit into the electronic
government as a client system.

1.3 Thesis organisation

This thesis is basically divided in four parts. First there is the introduction. Here the background,
research question, fundamental principles and reference architecture of the electronic govern-
ment together with the service oriented architecture will be introduced.

The second part proposes an implementation of the electronic government. The different parts
of the reference architecture will be placed in a more technical context.

The third part is concerned with the Proof of Concept. The GemTax system for billing and collect-
ing communal taxes will get an SOA-extension which will make it fit more into the fl-landscape
of the electronic government.

The last part contains the conclusion, the bibliography and the index.

LAURENS VAN DER STARRE 4 VERTIS BV
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Chapter 2

Introducing the electronic
government

This chapter will give an introduction in the world of the electronic government. It will introduce
the architecture framework of the electronic government, and explain its fundamental principals.
The goal of this chapter is to define the foundation of the electronic government in such a way
that in the following chapters the technical implementation of this foundation can be described.
The foundation is based on principles and guidelines which are the result of extensive research of
the Dutch government and the European Union. These guidelines and principles combined form
the basis of the Dutch Government Reference Architecture NORA ("Nederlandse Overheid Ref-
erentie Architectuur") [7] which is the reference architecture framework all government agencies
and public agencies should (eventually) comply to.

2.1 The basic principles of the electronic government

The architecture framework of the Dutch electronic government is based on a number of prin-
ciples. These principles originated from four different stakeholders: the Dutch government, the
European Union, the Dutch citizens and the Dutch business community. These stakeholders
work within the boundaries defined by the fifth stakeholder the Dutch judiciary. In the fol-
lowing subsections these principles are described. All these principles are transformed into the
fundamental principles of the Dutch electronic government reference architecture.

2.1.1 The action plan "'Programma Andere Overheid"

The goal of "Programma Andere Overheid" is to achieve a modern and demand-driven electronic
government that [13][16][1O]:

1. Inconveniences the public and the business community with requests for data only
when this is absolutely necessary;

2. Offers a rapid and good service;

3. Can not be misled;

4. Knows its facts;

5. Instils the public and the industrial community with confidence;
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6. Is provided at a cost that is no higher than strictly necessary.

Beside the points above, the government aims to make 65% of its services electronically available
on the Internet for citizens and the business community in 2007. This means that a customer-
centric electronic government has to be created.

2.1.2 Dutch e-Citizen Service Code

An important objective that the electronic government should accomplish is becoming a customer-
centric government. What this exactly means for this customer when the electronic government
is finally implemented is defined in the Dutch e-Citizen Service Code.

The Code specifies ten principles which describe the way the government should service the
customer. The term "customer" is defined in the broad sense of the word: not only does it
represent the citizen, but also businesses or institutions. These principles can be considered as
the core of the total electronic government from the customer's perspective. The principles are
defined as follows [8]:

1. Choice of communication channel. The customer should be able to choose the commu-
nication channel it wishes to use to conduct its business with the government. Channels
include the internet, e-mail, phone, mail, counter etcetera. The government should ensure
multichannel service delivery and make sure that the different channels work analogously.

2. Transparency of the public sector. The customers should know where to apply for infor-
mation and public services. The government should act as one entity and should provide
one-stop-shop service delivery with "no wrong doors".

3. Overview of rights and duties. The government should provide the customers with trans-
parent information about their rights and duties in a way that the customers know what
services they are entitled to.

4. Personalised information. The government should provide personalised information tai-
lored to the customer's needs. The data should be consistent, up to date and correct.

5. Convenient services. The customers have to provide information or data only once when
asked for. This means that the government should reuse information or data. The informa-
tion or data is used responsibly and services are only delivered when asked for.

6. Comprehensible procedures. The government should keep the customer informed about
the procedures the customer is involved in, in a "tracking and tracing" way. This means the
customer should be able to see the status of the procedures and the time the status changed.

7. Smart administration. The customers can suggest improvements and lodge complaints.
The government should compensate mistakes and improve its services accordingly.

8. Enable benchmarking. The government should supply benchmark information such that
the customer can compare, check and measure government outcome.

9. Empowerment. The customer is invited to participate in the decision making and to pro-
mote its interests. For this, the government should provide the necessary information and
the appropriate instruments.

10. e-File. The government should provide insight into the information it has about the cus-
tomer and for which purposes this data is used.
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2.1.3 European Union directives

Within the European Union there is an ever stronger need to improve collaboration and product
exchange between the government and public agencies of the European Union. The European
Interoperability Framework also has its effects on the Dutch electronic government. The eight
principles of this European Interoperability Framework are described next [71:

1. Accessibility. Government agencies should provide different channels on which citizens
and the industry can communicate with the agencies.

2. Multilingual. The electronic services of the government should be provided in different
languages. However, in the case of the Dutch government this means that only if the law
dictates otherwise, the Dutch language is solely used.

3. Security. The government should supply its services in conformance with the (national)
guidelines for security such that the identification, authentication and confidentiality is
transparent for the user.

4. Privacy. The electronic services of the government agencies should respect the privacy
sensitive nature of the data it works with. It should therefore comply to the (national)
privacy laws.

5. Subsidiarity. Subsidiarity basically means that not every detail of the electronic govern-
ment is defined by the central government. In most cases the specific know-how of the
specific processes and the domain is in the lower (decentralised) levels. Lower levels, spe-
cific government organisations for example, should be given the freedom to determine for
themselves how to realise the electronic government, taking into account the advisories that
are given from the higher levels of the government.

6. Open standards. To improve interoperability the use of industry open standards is pie-
ferred.

7. Open source. Open source alternatives to closed source software should be given an "hon-
est" chance in the choice for software.

8. Multilateral solutions. The wish for collaboration between a large number of government
and public agencies calls for local, national and EU-wide information hubs.

2.1.4 Specific wishes from the business community

The business community in general wishes a reduction of the administrative burden when deal-
ing with the government. Elaborating on this, four important principles can be identified.

The government should:

1. Reduce the number of rules. The business community wishes to do its business with the
government in a efficient way, without constantly being bothered by a wide array of rules.

2. Request needed data or information only once, and ensure reuse. Information that is
already known by the government should not be asked for again.

3. Make use of Key Data Stores. The government should have its authentic data in order in
centralised databases.

4. Ensure optimal usage of ICT in their processes. The government should have good ICT
support for their processes to ensure good service to the business community in an elec-
tronic way.
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2.2 Dutch judiciary

The government always works in correspondence to the law which dictates its rights, plights and
boundary conditions of its public tasks. Not all laws and regulation come into view in this thesis.
However, looking at the electronic government with its ambition to lower the administrative
burden and improve the service over the internet a couple of judiciary aspects come into view:

1. Law on the protection of privacy sensitive data ("Wet bescherming persoonsgegevens")
(Wbp). Lowering the administrative burden and reuse of data means that (private) infor-
mation and data about the citizen wifi be processed more, in different systems and in more
places. The Wbp can prevent this from happening when the data is processed for another
goal than for which it was originally gathered. Also, if there is no clear public need or
judicial basis in the form of a formal law the Wbp can disallow the processing [12].

2. Law on the archiving of official government documents and communication ("Archiefwet").
Governmental documents and communications need to be archived according to this law.
This also includes electronic documents of the electronic government.

3. Law on the Citizen Service Number ("Wet algemene bepalingen Burger-servicenummer").
For sharing privacy sensitive data between government agencies and between the citizen
and the government a "privacy insensitive" identifying number is created for the citizen.
This number is numerically equivalent to the social security number of a Dutch citizen.
This number is stored in the GBA Key Data Store. Government agencies can identify all
personal information about the citizen (when needed) by only requesting this "BSN" num-
ber. This allows for a relative trustworthy way of sharing personal and privacy sensitive
information. This law will probably be effective in 2007.

4. Law on the Key Data Stores. The law on the protection of privacy sensitive data only
allows processing of privacy sensitive data when the Wbp allows it. For processing data
in relation to the centralised databases for storing the key data of the customers, a judicial
basis in the form of a formal law for every Key Data Store is needed. For the GBA Key Data
Store this is already a fact.

5. Feedback duty. For a centralised data orgarusation such as the Key Data Stores to work, the
clients of these data stores need to be able to report possible errors in the data originating
these data stores. To make sure clients give this feedback and the authentic registers deal
with this feedback in a serious way, a law is in the making which is concerned with this
"feedback duty". This law dictates that the authentic registers must have a way for clients
to give feedback on the data and that this feedback is investigated by the authentic register.

2.2.1 Dutch electronic government reference architecture

The principles from the previous sections form the basis of the Dutch electronic government ref-
erence architecture. The basis, or core, of the Dutch electronic reference architecture principles
can be subdivided in six "themes" 17], where the principles of the previous sections can be ac-
commodated:

1. High quality of service. The government should provide electronic services next to their
existing channels for service (mail, telephone etcetera) which citizens, companies and other
organisations can use. The services should be easily accessible and transparent. To use
these services one government-wide electronic identity should be provided and used. The
quality of service is assessed and improved when necessary, and a simple and transparent
way to lodge complaints or to make suggestions should be provided.
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2. Reduction of administrative burden. The government should only ask for information or
data once. It should not ask for information which it could already know. The number
of rules should be reduced and their complexity simplified to lower the administrative
burden.

3. Transparency. The government should give insight into the state of processes and decisions
relevant to the user. Relevant governmental information should also be easily accessible.

4. Pro-active service. The government should point out services relevant for the citizen or
company.

5. A government that operates as a single and trustworthy entity. The government presents
itself to the citizens and companies as a single trustworthy entity

6. Improved effectiveness of the government. Generic services and reuse of components or
services is preferred.

The themes mentioned here form the core of the Dutch electronic government reference architec-
hire used to create the architecture framework.

2.3 Architecture framework

The architectural framework for the Dutch electronic government is in essence an enterprise ar-
chitecture framework which gives different scopes on the electronic government: the conceptual
scope (the business architecture), the logical scope (the information architecture) and the physi-
cal scope (the technical architecture). The Dutch electronic government reference architecture de-
scribes an architectural framework on these three scopes in three different views: "Who",
"What", and "How". It shows a clear resemblance to a subset of Zachman's Enterprise Architec-
ture Framework [18][17]. In this thesis Zachman's framework will form the basis of the Dutch
electronic government reference architecture framework The framework is depicted in Figure
2.1.

The electronic government and the architectural framework can be viewed as a guideline or a
layer on top of every government agency. It defines the way the government agencies should
implement a customer-centric electronic government that acts as a single entity and enables one-
stop-shopping for the customer.

In the sections below the different scopes are briefly introduced whereas chapter 4 goes into the
(technical) details when an implementation is proposed for the electronic government.

2.3.1 Business model

The business architecture is concerned with the government agencies which form the electronic
government. There are around 1600 different government and public organisations in the Nether-
lands, and within the electronic government they have to work together and provide services
mostly spanning across these organisations. These organisations operate as sovereign entities,
but have to give insight into their processes and services in a way that these can be combined
and found by other entities, such that the citizen or company can get their information from any
of these entities. In this way a "no wrong door" policy is ensured that helps the government to
act as a single entity

Government organisations provide services as specified by the law or its "job description". These
services can be part of a product or process the government provides. This means that the ser-
vices have to be coordinated to create an end-product for the citizen or company.
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CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCING THE ELECTRONIC GOVERNMENT

Who W How

Figure 2.1: The architecture framework of the electronic government based on the Zachman
framework [17].

2.3.2 System model

The information architecture is concerned with how information is structured and from what
kind of components it is built up from. It describes the function of the information and how it
contributes to the vision the policy makers have in relation to the information services [14].

In the case of the electronic government it is therefore important to realise which applications
and employees take part in the sharing of (automated) data, what this data is, what it contains
and how this information is shared.

2.3.3 Technology model

The technical architecture is the physical realisation of the conceptual and logical scope of the
business and information architecture. It is concerned with the technical realisation of the needed
technical components, the data storage and the network infrastructure.

2.3.4 Security

Security is an important aspect of the electronic government. it is concerned with the technical
aspect of security (that is: the protection of privacy sensitive data, authorisation and authentica-
tion processes), but also with issues as the continuity and governance of electronic government
processes. Security influences the electronic government on the different levels of the architecture
framework.

2.3.5 Maintenance

The maintenance aspect of the electronic government is concerned with the functional, applica-
tion and technical maintenance of the government's services, applications and ICT infrastructure.
Besides that, the communication standards, the Service Level Agreements and release planning
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for new or updated government processes is something that belongs to the maintenance dimen-
sions of the electronic government. It directly influences the different models of the architecture
framework.

2.4 Service oriented approach

In the business model it is mentioned that government organisations should provide services that
can be orchestrated into products or specific government processes. It is this "service oriented
thinking" together with the desire to be open and transparent combined with the sharing of
information that led to the design decision that the electronic government should be based on a
service oriented architecture. In Chapter 3 the service oriented architecture will be introduced.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter the underlying principles of the Dutch electronic government were introduced. Six
different stakeholders exist, each with their own set of basic principles which find their way into
the architecture framework of the Dutch electronic government reference architecture. This thesis
uses a subset of the Zachman framework to describe the architecture framework for the electronic
government. This framework consists of three scopes (conceptual, logical and technical) and for
each scope three different views (who, what and how). This framework can be seen as a layer on
top of governmental agencies to guide their implementation of the electronic government.
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Chapter 3

The Service Oriented Approach

To implement the Dutch electronic government with the requirements as described in Chapter 2
a service oriented approach is suggested [7]. This means evolving from rigid monolithic systems
to an open and flexible service oriented landscape which allows the government to build flexible
and government-wide processes in a relatively easy way. This chapter introduces the service
oriented architecture and describes the key aspects of it.

3.1 What is a Service Oriented Architecture?

Service oriented computing (SOC) is a computing paradigm that utilises services as fundamental
elements for developing applications [5]. The services contain functionality that can be published
for others to find, discovered and binded to get access to the functionality A service oriented ar-
chitecture ("SOA") builds on the foundation of service oriented computing as it is defined by
the industry and academic community as a way of designing systems composed of software
components with remotely-callable interfaces. However, in practice an SOA is defined as design-
ing systems composed of web services using enabling technologies, frameworks and standards
which are overall being accepted as industry standards.

These "SOA-enabling frameworks" build upon the ideas of web services and message-based
information exchange and provide a complete infrastructure framework to build enterprise-wide
SOA-enabled applications. Examples of SOA-enabling Frameworks are Oracle Fusion, Microsoft
BizTalk and IBM WebSphere. In this thesis the SOA-enabling Frameworks are not elaborated
upon, but the Proof of Concept (starting at Chapter 5) will make use of Oracle's SOA Framework.

In the sections below some commonly used industry standard enabling technologies and stan-
dards are introduced.

3.1.1 Services

Functionality in an SOA is provided by the services. A service is a single instance, loosely cou-
pled, discoverable and context independent software entity In practice this means:

1. Services are loosely coupled because they use a document based message exchange to sup-
port interoperability and reduce coupling. These messages are based on the open SOAP
standard, a standard based on XML.
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2. Services are discoverable in a way that their interface descriptions are published and can
be discovered at design time, as well as runtime.

3. Context independent means that services are designed to ignore the context in which they
are used, and can therefore be reused in other contexts not known at design time.

4. A service is a single instance that a number of clients can communicate with.

3.1.2 Discoverable services

In section 3.1.1 a service was described as discoverable at design and runtime. To accomplish
this, an SOA contains service consumers, service providers and service registries. The meaning
of these terms is best described pictorially, see Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Service discoverability

In this figure the provider publishes its interface description and its location in a service reg-
istry The enabling technology used in the SOA-enabling frameworks for this purpose is called a
"UDDI" (Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration). A consumer can communicate with
the UDDI to find the service provider it needs. It can then bind and invoke the service provided
by the provider to use its functionality The roles of consumer and provider are not as black and
white as the figure might depict: the consumer can at the same time provide services thus being
a provider itself, and vice versa.

In the domain of the electronic government it is expected that a large number of services will
be deployed. Within a specific government organisation the need for a service registry might
not be necessary at first sight, but for government-wide processes service registries (or "product
portfolios") are essential.

3.1.3 Service choreography

As briefly mentioned in chapter 2, the electronic government exists of government-wide (busi-
ness) processes which will make use of services provided by several government organisations
and departments. These processes run according to a certain workflow. A workflow is an invo-
cation of services in a specific order, forming a so called (business) process. There are two ways
for a workflow to take place. One way is the service choreography and the other is service or-
chestration. In the service oriented world a workflow is often called a (business process). This
thesis will use both terms.

Service choreography is a collaboration between a collection of services to achieve a common
goal. The choreography constitutes an agreement on how a given collaboration should occur.
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It captures the interactions and the dependencies between these interactions of the participating
services to achieve the common goal 11]. A commonly used analogy are dancing partners who
work together to perform the dance. hi Figure 3.2 service choreography is illustrated.

>
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Figure 3.2: Services that form a process by choreography.

In practice this technique is not preferred to create business processes. In the case of the electronic
government this technique is not considered as best practice because the individual services will
lose their context independence and thus limit the reuse of the services in question. This does
not mean service choreography is not used. Services can be choreographed to act as one single
instance, loosely coupled, discoverable and context independent "composed service".

Service orchestration is a preferred practice for electronic government processes. This technique
is introduced in the next section.

3.1.4 Service orchestration

The workilow of service orchestration is not defined in any way in the services itself. As the term
"orchestration" already suggests is the workflow defined at the so called orchestrator. Industry
best practice prefers this process flow to be defined in the "Business Process Execution Language"
(BPEL). In BPEL complex sequences of service bindings and invocations can be defined to form
the processes. These processes are services in their own right and can therefore be part of even
larger orchestrations. Service orchestration is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Services that form a process by being orchestrated.

Orchestrating services instead of choreographing them will keep the context independence of the
individual services and is therefore preferred for use in an ever growing and complex electronic
government where service reuse will be a hot issue.

3.1.5 Architectural Layers of an SOA

Given the characteristics of the service oriented architecture, one may still be wondering on how
exactly this is going to help the electronic government? The basic idea is to build an SOA on
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top of the existing governmental ICT systems. This means that most of the existing systems will
stay in function and will be used like nothing has changed. The SOA approach wifi absorb the
systems into one big interoperable and collaborating system. To illustrate how this works, one
can say that an SOA can be seen as being built up out of seven architectural layers [2].

• Layer 1: Operational systems layer. The lowest layer consists of existing (legacy) systems.
A legacy system (or application) is an in-place structure that is neither optimal for modem
needs nor modifiable for project purposes. Legacy systems are generally wired into an
organisation in a very substantial way [9]. These systems can be "absorbed" in the SOA
using service-oriented integration techniques, for example providing specific functionality
to the outside world by creating a web service on the system. These systems can be custom
build applications used for specific governmental processes, or commercial ERP or database
systems.

• Layer 2: Enterprise components layer. In this layer the actual functionality of the service
reside. This layer typically uses container-based technologies such as application servers to
implement the components, workload management, high-availability, and load balancing.

• Layer 3: Services layer. The actual exposed services are situated in this layer. These can be
services that provide functionality which runs on the enterprise components of the previous
layer, or interfaces in the form of service descriptions exposed from the first layer. Some
services are built out of other services to form a bigger one. These are called the composed
services (service choreography).

• Layer 4: Business process composition or orchestration layer. In this layer the (composed)
services from the lower layer are orchestrated. The services are bundled into a workflow
by orchestration to form a single application, business process or use case. Normally the
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orchestrations manifest themselves as web services so that they can also be part of other
larger orchestrations.

• Layer 5: Access or presentation layer. The services in the previous two layers are not
really usable when a human user has to work with them. Therefore this layer is concerned
with the interaction of a user with the underlying orchestrations and services, and the way
of presenting this interaction to the user. The user interface can for example be a portal
website of a government agency where citizens can apply for a permit.

• Layer 6: Integration. The sixth layer is concerned with the integration of the services. In
practice this is called the ESB which stands for the Enterprise Service Bus. The ESB will
provide a single bus which all services can use to connect with each other. The ESB also
introduces a reliable set of capabilities such as dynamic context based muting of data to
and from services and data transformation methods. It is not uncommon that the ESB
contains mechanisms that ensure a certain quality of service. This layer can therefore have
some overlap with layer 7.

• Layer 7: Quality of Service. The seventh layer of a SOA is concerned with monitoring,
managing and maintain a wide range of quality attributes. Most of these attributes are
housed in web service standards, commonly referred to as "the WS* This layer provides
tooling and background services to ensure the quality of service of the SOA applications
and services.

3.2 Why use a Service Oriented Architecture?

A service oriented architecture is very useful for a network organisation [11]. A network organi-
sation is defined as:

A network organisation is a fluid horizontal organisational form in which collabora-
tion and knowledge sharing between internal or external parties takes up a central
role to achieve better innovation, a faster response on market developments and bet-
ter suits the customer's needs.

Comparing this definition to the electronic government's fundamental principles from Chapter
2 an overlap or match between the definition and the principles can be seen. Overall, there are
five main reasons for a network organisation to deploy an SOA for its systems. All these reasons
are applicable to the electronic government and match with many of its fundamental principles.
These five reasons are described as follows:

1. Optimal utilisation of the existing ICr investments. By opening up existing (legacy) ap-
plications with web services the applications can go up into the SOA ICT-landscape. Open-
ing up these (legacy) systems and taking them up in a SOA-landscape will keep these viable
assets in the organisation without having to try to replace them (which is probably a costly
affair).

2. Low investments for new ICt When most of the functionality of the organisation's sys-
tems is available via web services, this functionality can be reused. New applications con-
sist of large amounts of this "reused functionality". This results in lower costs and less
development time.

3. Integration of existing ICT. When all applications and systems are opened up by web
services they can be integrated on a higher level to form one big collaborating system.
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4. Having a flexible system that can easily be modified if the business process requires it.
In an SOA the ICT and business processes are closely aligned (the so called Business/ICT-
alignment), resulting is an almost perfect support of the business by the ICT. The business
processes are modelled in a way that they are easy to modify.

5. Having a better insight into the business processes and having a good ability of mon-
itoring information produced by these business processes. SOA frameworks often fea-
ture elaborate systems to analyse valuable data in real-time (the so called Business Activity
Monitoring). Almost all professional SOA-enabling frameworks feature such monitoring
tools.

3.3 When not to use a Service Oriented Architecture

Before the thoughts arises that a service oriented approach is the solution for all software and IT
challenges, an SOA might not always be the right solution.

A few considerations on this subject are described below:

1. In a homogeneous environment. When the systems and technologies used are of a single
vendor or of vendors which offer good ways of coupling these systems "under water" and
the need for exposing functionality in web services is not eminent an SOA might not be the
most cost-effective solution.

2. When tight coupling is preferred. Loose coupling is a good solution for building appli-
cations out of functionality provided by different systems when you do not exactly know
how things work on the other end of the line. However, if an organisation controls all the
systems in question a tight coupling between them will prevent a maybe needless overhead
by using for example an object oriented approach instead of a service oriented one.

3. When performance is a issue. An SOA communicates using synchronous and asynchronous
web services. The loose coupling and overhead of an SOA might not guarantee response
time needed in performance-critical systems such as real-time systems.

4. When things don't change. A popular saying "f it ain't broken, don't fix it" summarises this
point. If the business is not going to change, and the legacy system still does its job, it might
be preferred just to leave things as they are.

The points described above show some considerations when an SOA might not be the solution.
It really depends on the specific situation at hand. Even then, the pros of an SOA still might
outweigh the cons.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter the service oriented architecture was introduced. The basic ideas behind it, the
services, service orchestration and the architectural layers of an SOA have been described. Also,
the benefits of an SOA for a network organisation such as the government were shown that justify
the service oriented approach for the electronic government.
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Chapter 4

Implementing the electronic
government

The electronic government is basically a guideline to achieve a customer-centric government.
Keeping this in mind, the architecture framework can be seen as a layer on top of government
organisations describing a set of common services and common practices to form an electronic
government that will act as a single entity. However, not every detail for every government
agency can be proposed m advance because of the subsidiarity principle. Because of this principle
the government and public agencies are free to choose their own implementation to achieve the
goals of the electronic government.

Looking at the electronic government and all the underlying principles there are basically three
main aspects to distinguish. These aspects form the basis of the proposed implementation in this
chapter. From the business architecture view these aspects are identified as customer-centric, one
stop shopping and act as a single entity. These aspects are each discussed in the sections below.

Table 4.1 shows a subset of a Zachman enterprise architecture for the electronic government im-
plementation that is proposed in this chapter.

Who What How
Customer-centric approach. Front office responsible for

all communication with ex-
ternal parties.

Exposing the back office to
the front office.

One stop shopping. Product portfolio. Specialised electronic coun-
ters ("desks").

Act as a single entity. Reuse of common compo-
nents.

Common components for
authentication and authori-
sation, central government
portal web site, common
way for requesting products.

Table 4.1: Implementing the business architecture

In the end these three points form an electronic government layer on top of government and
public agencies as depicted in Figure 4.7 on page 33.
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4.1 Customer-centric approach

The actual products for the customer are processed in the back office of a governmental agency.
This back office consists of departments with their own work domain and tasks. For the customer
this situation does not contribute to a transparent and easily accessible government. Instead
of finding out where to get a certain product as a customer, the electronic government should
provide a front office which can redirect service requests to and from specific departments in the
back office to help the customer on its way.

The front office is concerned with the different communication channels the customer has access
to and which one it decides to use. Because of the multi channel approach these different channels
need to be "converted" to a way of communicating that the back office requires.

In a way, one can say that the back office should expose its services to the front office. Specific
work, tasks or communication which normally has to find its own way to the customer should
now flow through the front office.

To streamline the communication and cooperation between front and back office a mid office
layer between the two is devised [7]. The mid office forms the link between front and back
office not only on communication level, but is also concerned with the difference in opening
hours: the back and front office of a government agency is usually opened during working hours.
However, the internet channel is available 24/7 for the customer. The mid office should provide
solutions which can buffer the product requests when the back office is closed. The mid office
also integrates the different departments by supplying a channel the different departments can
use to cooperate and integrate.

4.1.1 The front office

The front office is concerned with communication to and from the customer. This communication
can be divided into five different kinds of communication.

• Intake. The request for a service or product is called an Intake. This request can originate
from a customer or another government agency

• Outcome. The result of an intake of a request for a service or product is communicated
back to the requester via the Outcome communication.

• Inform. General information about the government (agency) in general, or personalised
information tailored to the customer's need is provided by the Inform communication.

• Indicate. One of the principles of the electronic government is that it should be pro-active
towards the customer to point out which services the customer is entitled to. This is called
the Indicate communication.

The different kinds of communication are accessible via different communication channels. These
channels are mail, phone, e-mail and internet, but new channels can be added in the future if it
is considered necessary. The intranet channel is only used for connecting different government
agencies directly, for example by using a Virtual Private Network. For agencies which have to
work together extensively this channel is ideal.

Apart from the different kinds of communication the front office also provides a service repos-
itory in which the services this particular government agency provides are registered. Other
agencies and customers can then determine which services they can request and in what way.
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4.1.2 Process integration in the mid office

The mid office is the integration layer between the front office and back office. There are basically
three parts to distinguish in the mid office.

Message broker

While the front office takes care of the incoming and outgoing communication, the message bro-
ker of the mid office is concerned with getting this communication to and from the corresponding
back office system(s). This means that data has to be converted to and from the internal data for-
mat of the message broker and the systems it connects to.

Using a message broker prevents having 0(n2) connections between n systems, where each sys-
tem features its own specific connection mechanism and data transformation. Instead, using
a message broker requires only 0(n) number of connections. The data is transformed into and
from the standard data representation of the message broker. The message broker ensures greater
flexibility and easier system integration. See Figure 4.1 and 4.2 for a simplified depiction of the
message broker.

The message broker should also close the gap between the difference in "opening hours" of the
front and back office. It can store incoming messages for the back office until the back office
accepts them.

Figure 4.1: No message broker between the front and back office.
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Figure 4.2: Message broker between the front and back office.
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The message broker is implemented by an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [71. The ESB will ease
the integration of the back office processes and the front office as seen in Figure 4.2. But not only
does it integrate the internal systems, it can also integrate ESBs themselves.

An ESB will expose its functionality using web services. These web services give access to an ESB
instance which is basically a message flow from the entrance to the exit (again a web service),
probably sending output or feedback back to the requester in the end. In the mean time the
message can be transformed using XSLT transformations to make the message suitable for the
message receiver.

There are basically two kinds of message exchange schemes the ESB provides:

1. Message routing. If the consumer party (of parties) and the provider party of an ESB in-
stance is known, the ESB can simply route messages between these parties. Content-based
routing belongs also to the possibilities when based on the content of the provider's mes-
sage, this message is routed to a specific message consumer.

2. Message queueing: publish-subscribe. If it is not known in advance who the consumers
are of a provider's message, the ESB supports the publish-subscribe model. This means
that a provider publishes a message in the message queue of the ESB after which the ESB
takes care of distributing this message to the subscribers of the specific message queue. The
provider can "fire and forget" a message to the queue without having to know which and
how many consumers will need to get the message. Using a message queue the ESB can
guarantee "deliver once and only once" message delivery to message subscribers.

The message exchange schemes of the ESB provide an abstraction layer for the service consumers
and providers. They only have to know that the ESB is their end point for communication and
do not have to be bothered with the specific location (in the form of an Uffi) of their specific
provider. The ESB can be updated at run-time so that the U of a provider can be updated in
one place without having to update all consumers.

Integrating different ESBs can be done in the same way as ordinary services. An ESB can publish
messages intended for another ESB in a message queue of which the other ESB is a subscriber, or
an ESB instance can be created which mutes messages to another ESB's instance. Most commer-
cial ESBs also provide mechanisms to create custom adapters such that customised integration
can be achieved like for example creating an adapter which connects to another ESB over JMS
(Java Messaging Service).

Data management

For the front office and the different back office processes and departments to work together
there has to be consensus about the data they exchange and the availability of this data. It is
not acceptable that some data is not always available because of different "opening hours" of the
back offices. An operational data store is needed in the mid office to provide a single source for
commonly used data in the government processes. It is necessary that all involved parties agree
on the meaning of the data [15].

The operational data store merges commonly used data from the Key Data Stores so the data can
be used by all kinds of back office processes. In Figure 4.3 this is illustrated. The Key Data Stores
are further described in Chapter 4.4.1.

There are a number of reasons for an operational data store to be used instead of directly dealing
with the Key Data Stores.

1. Performance. A Key Data Store can physically be situated on a different location than the
government organisation. If every back office process from several government agencies
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had to request (bulk) data from the Key Data Store itself the network or Key Data Store
would be soon overloaded. For example: the Municipal Personal Records Database GBA
can be accessed over a dedicated ISDN line, which probably does not have the required
bandwidth to handle all requests.

2. Costs. The use of a Key Data Store is not always free. Developing and maintaining the Key
Data Stores is a costly business and the government has decided that the users or clients
of these systems pay for its use. In the case of the Cadastre for example, the costs are
calculated per requested set of records. When several back office processes need to request
the same data and do this on their own, the costs will be higher than when only one system,
the operational data store, requests it.

3. Data merging. Authentic data is spread over different Key Data Stores. It is not very
efficient to let the back offices themselves merge data such as for example name data with
address data with property data. It is easier to have a single place where this data is already
merged.

4. Quality control. it is not unthinkable that with the merging of data (some) inconsistencies
in the data are discovered. This is especially true when the Key Data Stores are just put into
service. After a while, most inconsistencies will be corrected because of the feedback duty
(see section 4.4.1). It is more efficient to do the quality control at one place for all the back
office systems. The operational data store should perform these data quality checks when
importing data from the Key Data Stores.

5. Privacy and security. Access to the Key Data Stores is most of the time restricted. Most
of the data in the Key Data Stores is not public, so the law on the protection of privacy
sensitive data restricts public access. it is easier and more efficient to request access for one
system —the operational data store— than for every back office system itself.

The operational data source should publish its contents read-only only to the systems which need
these data to perform their public duty, keeping in mind the directives the law on the protection
of privacy sensitive data prescribes. Possible inconsistencies or errors in the data which have
been discovered during the quality control have to be fed back to the Key Data Store which is
responsible for the specific authentic data.

ksy D Uis

Figure 4.3: The operational data store between the Key Data Stores and the clients.

The Key Data Stores can update the operational data stores with data changes on a regular ba-
sis using the publish subscribe method of the ESB, or by using a custom or dedicated way of
communication.
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Apart from an operational data store which gives a common set of data for the back office and
the fact that the products which the government agency provides often are spread over several
back office departments, the mid office should provide a case dossier solution [15]. The case
dossier contains all the needed information about the product request of a specific customer. The
back office departments can complement this data with their specific contribution to the case.
This case dossier should be accessible by the customer, to see the status of requested products
and to get insight into the procedures and decisions that preceded the realisation of the product.
This dossier can be considered as the starting point for the product requests of the customer.
The product requests which arrive in the Intake of the front office have to be added to the case
dossier as being a new case. After the creating of the new case the case dossier can start the
specific BPEL processes to produce the product and settle the specific case. The final result of
the product request will be send through the Outcome communication of the front office over a
channel of choice back to the customer. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: The case dossier as starting point of the product realisation.

From all the different communication channels the front office has to support, only the internet
channel can be directly linked from Intake to case dossier. For the other communication channels
the case dossier has to provide a way to a content management system so that front office em-
ployees can convert incoming product request on channels other than the internet one to a case
in the case dossier.

The data in the case dossier should be able to be shared with the customer. After identifying the
customer personal case data can be sent through the Inform communication in the front office
to the customer. Again, only the Internet communication channel can perform this operation
automatically, for the other channels, the front office must use the content management solution
to provide the customer with the needed data via the other communication channels.

The case dossier contains data that should be archived according to the law on archiving of official
government documents and communication as introduced in Chapter 2.2. The case dossier must
conform to the rules the law dictates in relation to archiving.

Workflow

The products a government agency provides for its customers often require the contribution from
several back office departments. The workflow system should work closely with the available
mid office systems and the back office systems in question.

The workflow for the realisation of a product contains automated steps (e.g. getting information
from different systems or databases) but also manual ("human") steps when for example a certain
process step requires human approval from a government body or the step is too specific for the
case in question, so that it can not be automated.
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In the service oriented world the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) is considered as
the standard for orchestrating web services to create workflow. The Dutch electronic government
reference architecture therefore suggests the use of BPEL for orchestrating web services [71.

BPEL is a business process orchestration language based on serialised XML It is used to or-
chestrate web services and features local variables, fault handling, flow handling such as "if-
then-else" structures and parallel processing. Basically it describes high level state transitions in
processes built from stateless web services.

In the case of product requests the BPEL processes will orchestrate the workflow between the
different back office applications or departments and the case dossier. The workilow not only
orchestrates systems, but also contains the "human workflow" where certain tasks are delegated
to workers as part of the workflow and its deliverables. Human workflow is not part of the BPEL
specification, but is implemented using web services. These synchronous services stop the BPEL
process and delegate a task to a person. Because the service is synchronous the BPEL process can
only continue when the service is finished, and that is when the human task has been completed.

4.1.3 Exposing the back office

The back office is being portraited as the place where the specific work is done and that it should
expose functionality to the mid office. This means that applications used in the back office expose
functionality to integrate nicely with the workflow, operational data store and workflow of the
mid office.

Not only the applications and systems of the back office need to be adjusted to the whole elec-
tronic government idea, the people of the back office also need to be aware of their part in the
specific process and need to work accordingly [7]. Their work consists of specific deliverables in
the whole process which must contribute to the case dossier.

For exposing functionality from the back office the applications of the back office need to open
up in terms of providing web services and the employees in the back office should be process
aware and see their tasks as an element of a chain which forms a product.

There exists a wide range of possibilities when exposing the back office applications with web
services. A normal 3-Tier application consisting of a presentation, (business) logic and data layer
can attach web services at any of these layers. To preserve consistency in the data layer the
business logic layer is the preferred place to attach a web service. If the application in question is
an Oracle Forms application for example, the preferred place to build a web service is by exposing
internal FL/SQL procedures of the business logic layer.

Not all applications are open enough to build web services upon. If this is the case one must
see whether or not to replace the application by another, or to circumvent the whole web service
building. In this case the workflow system should feature "human tasks". Simply put, the human
task is a web service which blocks the progress of the workflow until this task is done. It consist
of a task a human can claim, manually perform, and finish after which the workflow continues
based on the outcome of the human task. In this "ticket"-like system a back office employee can
contribute its piece to the product without having to rebuild the application it uses to perform its
work.

4.2 One stop shopping

The term "one stop shopping" means products that are spread over more than one department
or government organisation can be offered and requested as being one product. Instead of a
customer going to each of the departments or organisations himself to obtain the parts of the
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product or service, the customer should be able to request the product as a single unique request.
The government should "assemble" the product from all the different sub-products and services
of the different departments or agencies for the customer. If a customer wants to start a factory
for example, does not want to be bothered with all the different permits needed to request, like
building and industrial waste permit, but wants to request everything at one place, in one go.

To achieve one stop shopping the services and products a government organisation provides
should be catalogued. The front office, which handles all communication, should provide a ser-
vice catalogue. Government organisations can use the products provided by other agencies to
provide one stop shopping for their customers. In a way the front-mid-back office solution as
described in the previous section forms the basis for the one stop shopping idea.

4.3 Product portfolio

For the government to take on a pro-active role to indicate to the customer that they have right
to a specific product, the product portfolio must be able to match a customer with the services in
the portfolio. This means the different service catalogues or portfolios of the government should
work together.

The personal internet page on the government portal web site, the digital counters and standard
products will search the portfolios with customer-identifiable information to find the products
the customer requests or services which provide information relevant to the customer. Products
should be described with meta data describing the product, cost, and for whom it is destined to
be used.

These portfolios export data about their services in an XML ifie, after which it is imported in a
government-wide index (the Common Index). This index can be searched by the customer on
the government portal, personal internet page or government agency website and yield product
information including an URL so that the customer can request the service electronically. In
Figure 4.5 this is illustrated.
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Figure 4.5: Product portfolios and the common index (simplified from [3]).

The exported XML file contains meta data about the services the specific government agency has
to offer. This meta data is based on the Dublin Core Standard and will describe the same set of
meta data for all services in all product portfolios to prevent semantic inconsistencies [7].

4.3.1 Digital counters

For the common products the government provides such as changing the customer's address,
but also requests for certain permits or information about the neighbourhood, specialised digital
counters should be provided. In this way the customer has one place to do business with the
government, and this one place takes care of everything.
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Digital counters enable the customer to do their one-stop-shopping for a product request at a
central place. There are several different counters being developed, for example a counter where
every aspect concerning building a property can be handled.

The product portfolio plays a central role in finding the products and services available, whereas
the digital counter groups these products and services together so that the customer has a central
place where to do business with the government.

4.4 Act as a single entity

Despite of the sheer amount of different sovereign government agencies and organisations, the
electronic government should present itself to the customer as a single entity. In a way this is
already settled by the role of the front office, which shields the customer from the internal orga-
nisation of the government. However, the usage of common components will contribute to form
a single way to interact with the government. Examples of these components are a single internet
portal website for the complete government, one common digital identity and a standard way
to request products or lodge complaints by using uniform electronic forms. Beside these compo-
nents, the Dutch electronic reference architecture NORA and proposed website style guidelines
promote the electronic government as a single entity.

4.4.1 Key Data Stores

The IT supporting the processes within the government are often developed independently of
each other. Customer data is scattered over these systems. The data and information these sys-
tems need about the customer have to be presented every time a customer has to deal with these
specific systems.

In Chapter 2 one of the recurring basic principles is lowering the administrative burden and
encouraging the reuse of data. From a customer's point of view, acting as a single entity also
means not asking for information already known by the government. For this reason the Key
Data Stores are devised by the government.

A Key Data Store is a central database which contains authentic and non-authentic data. They
are considered as the source for authentic data, and usage will be mandatory by law. The non-
authentic data is data which is present in the specific Key Data Store but is not categorised as
being authentic data, meaning it is authentic data copied from another Key Data Store. The Key
Data Store is the only place the authentic data can be added or changed. The Key Data Store is
responsible for the quality and correctness of its authentic data. Users of the data imported from
a Key Data Store have the duty to report possible errors in this data. The Key Data Store must
investigate these possible errors. This so called feedback duty makes sure that the quality of the
data in the Key Data Stores is maintained.

The information from the Key Data Stores is accessible from the mid office and in this way avail-
able for all back office processes. This ensures data reuse within the whole government and
makes it act as a single entity.

The first six Key Data Stores which will be implemented in the years 2007 to 2009 are:

1. Gemeentelijke Basisadministratie Persoonsgegevens (GBA). The GBA is the Municipal
Personal Records Database which is already around for quite some time. it is promoted
to the status of Key Data Store. It contains authentic personal data about all the citizens
in the Netherlands, such as name, date of birth, social security number, sex etcetera, and
non-authentic data as the address.
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2. Nieuw Handeisregister (NHR). This datastore for the trade and business community con-
tains data about all the companies and businesses in the Netherlands, their company ntnn-
ber etcetera.

3. Basis Gebouwen Registratie (BGR). Al the houses, industrial buildings and monuments
are contained in the Building Key Data Store with all their identifying properties.

4. Basisregistratie Kadaster (BRK). The Cadastre contains all the administrative data about
properties, parcels (premises) and their values.

5. Basisregistratie Topografie (BRT). The whole of the Netherlands is charted on a scale of
1:10.000 and stored in the Key Data Store for Topography.

6. Basisregistratie Adressen (BRA). All the addresses in the Netherlands are stored in the
Key Data Store for Address information.

There are four more Key Data Stores identified which will be implemented in the future and
several more possible authentic registers are being investigated to become Key Data Stores. For
an overview of the Key Data Stores and their relation to each other is shown in Appendix 8.4.

Access to these Key Data Stores can happen in various ways. It actually depends on the main-
tainer of the data store. Some GBA data stores require a dedicated ISDN line, whereas the AKR
data store can be accessed using web services.

4.4.2 Digital identity

The electronic government needs to know who it is dealing with. Therefore a digital identity
for its customers (in this case citizens and companies) is needed to provide a uniform way for
authentication and authorisation. In the case of the Dutch government "DigiD" is developed for
this cause. The customer can request a DigiD login from the central government agency which
maintains DigiD.

The DigiD identity is linked to the BSN number for persons, meaning that after logging on using
DigiD the BSN is known to the electronic government. This BSN number is used in various
products and services of the electronic government.

Companies do not have a BSN, but a similar number: the company number. This number is used
in the same way as the BSN number.

4.4.3 Personal Internet Page

To give the customers a starting point for their interaction with the government a central portal
website for the electronic government is devised. Here the customers have access to the common
components of the government as introduced in Chapter 4.2.

The personal internet page features a personalised portal for the customers. After login they
should be able to get personalised information and see the status of their products and product
requests. This is also the place where the customers can access the common solution like digital
counters (see Chapter 4.3.1).

The personalised information is gathered by searching the electronic government Common Index
with the BSN of the customer. In this way all the relevant information for fthe specific customer
is gathered, resulting is a pro-active electronic government.
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As a customer, requesting products electronically is done in a uniform way. The so called elec-
tronic forms allow the electronic government to provide a common way to let customers request
products. These forms are in wizard form: they feature several wizard steps that are common
for different product requests. Wizard steps like identification and personal data are the same for
all the electronic forms. For the visual style there are style guidelines just to make the electronic
government "show one face".

Figure 4.6 shows an example of a step in the wizard of an electronic form.

4.4.5 Digital dossiers

The digital dossier (or "electronic dossier") contains information about the customer. On the Per-
sonal Internet Page information from these dossiers focused on the specific customer (customer-
centric information) should be made available to give the customer insight into its product re-
quests, information the government has about the customer etcetera. There are several dossiers
in development, for example the Electronic Patient Dossier and Electronic Education Dossier.

For the customer to get access to this information from the government portal web site the prod-
uct portfolio can be used for example. After the customer logs on, the Common Index can be
searched for digital dossier services available to the customer. These services can then be ac-
cessed using the BSN of the customer to provide the customer with the information it wants.

4.4.6 Payment methods

When products are not free, the customer should be able to pay using a common payment
method. The electronic government is in this way not so different from a normal web store.
A wide range of electronic payments methods or money transfer by bank should be provided.

4.5 Security and privacy

Exposing functionality is normally hidden away in dedicated applications and systems, so mak-
ing it available for others calls for security measures to prevent unauthorised access to data and
information.
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Figure 4.6: Example of a step in the wizard of an electronic form.
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4.5.1 Access control

First there is the DigiD authentication and authorisation service which enables customers to iden-
tify themselves. A central government organisation maintains DigiD and makes sure that every
Dutch citizen or company can obtain a unique DigiD identity

Within a government organisation access control to case dossiers and the operational data stores
should be provided by internal access control like Novell iChain, LDAP or (other) Single Sign On
solutions.

4.5.2 BSN

Communication between government organisations and components of privacy sensitive data
should be according to the law on the protection of privacy sensitive data. Usage of the BSN
number is preferred because it is a "privacy insensitive" method of sharing personal information.

The BSN (Burger Service Nummer) is numerically equivalent to the social security number. This
number is unique and every Dutch citizen has one. This number is "privacy insensitive" because
the number alone can not identify the person. However, the government agencies which have
access to the GBA Key Data Store can, because there the link between the BSN and the person in
question can be made.

In theory the government systems only have to store the BSN in their systems instead of name,
address etcetera when the agency needs to store personal information about their customers. By
doing this, a certain level of privacy is guaranteed and the integration of the systems into the
electronic government by opening up the application is more easily.

Identifying information about companies is not protected by the law on the protection of privacy
sensitive data. However, a similar number for companies exists as introduced in section 4.4.2.
The usage is equivalent to the usage of the BSN number.

4.6 Summarising: the complete picture

In this chapter more details of the electronic government are introduced. It centers around the
the ability to find products and services that government and public agencies provide for the
customer. On the government portal web site customers can be served with products and services
they are entitled to by searching the Common Index and giving access to these products and
services in a central place such as the Digital Dossiers and Counters. It can be summarised as in
Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: The electronic government layers.
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Chapter 5

Proof of concept: the GemTax client
system

In the previous chapters the electronic government was introduced and several implementation
details were proposed. A client system of the electronic government is a system which will par-
ticipate in a governmental back office process, or is concerned with a specific service or product
of the electronic government implementation itself.

GemTax is a product developed by Vertis By. It is a software solution for the bffling and collecting
of communal taxes.

5.1 Positioning the client systems

In the electronic government a client system can not be isolated from the rest. The chains of
services which offer the customer agency-wide products, one stop shopping and make the gov-
ernment act as a single entt3 requires more context independent client systems. The systems
and the employees of the departments have to work more in a customer-centric way, providing
services or products. For the client systems this means that they have to provide certain function-
ality for the other systems to use. Opening up the back office systems, as described in Chapter
4.1.3, is of course applicable for client systems situated in the back office.

A client system does not necessarily have to be a system for use in the back office. It can of
course also be a system for use in the mid office or front office for example. Where ever the
client system is situated, it needs to be aware of the inner workings of the electronic government.
Because of the subsidiarity principle, as introduced in Chapter 2.1.3, the actual implementation
of the electronic government can be very diverse. A client system must allows to be integrated
using mid office solutions and must work together with the common IT solutions such as the
case dossier and the product portfolio when available. A client system must therefore be open to
be included into the electronic government implementation.

5.2 System for communal taxes

GemTax is a system for the billing and collecting of communal taxes and will be "SOA-enabled"
by means of proof of concept to fit into the electronic government. Communal taxes are taxes
for citizens and companies of a municipal authority. The most common taxes are property and
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house refuse taxes. The billing and collecting can be done by one back office department or by
two, when the billing and collecting are two different processes within the municipal authority.

The billing is done by aggregating the necessary data about a person or company and using this
data to calculate the taxes that have to be paid. The needed data originates from the Key Data
Stores and other data sources and the calculation model for determining the amount of taxes is in
the system itself. The calculation model and the amount of taxes to be paid varies per municipal
authority.

5.3 Different subsystems of GemTax

GemTax consists basically of two more or less separate systems. On the one hand there is BAS
("Basis Administratie Systeem"), the operational data store, and on the other hand there is HEIN
("Heffen En Innen"), a tax billing and collecting system. See Figure 5.1 for a simple depiction of
GemTax.

BAS is an Oracle 91 database with user interaction by provided Oracle Forms. HEIN is an Oracle
e-Business Suite (EBS) system which is, bluntly said, also a big database with a large number of
tables on which user interaction is provided by Oracle Forms. BAS and HEIN are coupled with
the use of Oracle InterConnect.

Figure 5.1: Simplified overview of the GemTax system.

One can say that GemTax basically consists of two databases. The reason for this is that BAS can
be used as a mid office solution within an organisation as an (or "the") operation data store, and
HEIN as the back office solution for tax billing and collecting. This means that BAS is intended
to be used by other applications than HEIN alone.

GemTax is a product which is constantly in development. The design decision is made that
GemTax (and its subsystems) will be a considered COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) product. This
means that the proof of concept will be build on top of GemTax while not changing anything in
the existing product itself.

5.3.1 BAS

BAS is an operational data store. It gets its data from external sources and combines it in its core.
Before it reaches the core different stages have to be completed in which numbers of (quality)
tests are performed. In Figure 5.2 BAS is depicted.
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Figure 5.2: Simplified overview of the BAS subsystem.

BAS features an elaborate user interface for manual quality checks, importing data but also geo-
metric information services such as displaying the data in a map etcetera.

The Import Data stage

BAS imports its data from a number of sources. Most of this data is imported by using third
party tools. These tools can shape the data into the form that BAS can handle. However, there
can also be other reasons for the use of third party tooling. Often, only official authorised clients
may connect. Also, using the Key Data Store is not free and rather complex, so by using third
party tooling this is circumvented.

For the Cadastre data third party GisKit tools are used which can read the Cadastre output files
and place them in the database tables of the import data stage. For getting data from the GBA
Key Data Store an authorised tool made by Compel&T is used which connects by ISDN to the
Key Data Store and directly imports the data into BAS.

BAS imports data about subjects, premises (administrative and geometrical data), and WOZ Ob-
jects (data needed for property taxes). This data comes from Key Data Stores GBA, Cadastre (here
called "AKR", but this will change into "BRK" in the near future), the WOZ data store and the
LKI. The LKI contains geometric data of the premises. The WOZ data store will probably become
a Key Data Store in the near future [6] and the geometric data LKI will become part of Key Data
Store for Topography. Table 5.1 shows which data is imported from what source. The X indicates
the data that is imported while 0 indicates this data is present in the source, but not imported.

Source/data Parcel Ad-
ministrative

GBA
AKR
LKI
wOz

Parcel Geo-
metric

Addresses

x
0

0

Subject

x
0

WOZ Ob-
jects

x

x
x

Table 5.1: The imported data and its sources.
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When the data is imported and merged in BAS a series of tests are performed on the data. This
will ensure data quality

Front Portal

Before any data can go the data core of BAS it is stored in the Front Portal. Here data inconsis-
tencies ("ascertains") are displayed and data errors can be solved.

Also, when data from the Data Core needs inspection or editing, it is moved from the Data Core
to the Front Portal.

Data Core

After the Front Portal the data is stored in the Data Core. This core consists of the "truth" and its
history. Only data from the core is eventually passed on to other systems. Every data record has
a start and end date. In this way the history of the data is stored.

5.3.2 HEIN

HEIN is built as an Oracle Application in the e-Business Suite. EBS consists of a large set of stock
modules that can be programmed and configured to form an extensive software solution for a
wide array of business processes. Roughly said, HEIN consists of three main modules: the CRM
(Customer Relation Management), the Finance and Custom modules. These modules are con-
nected (and share information and data) using Oracle's Trading Community Architecture (TCA).
HEIN gets all its data from the InterConnect pipeline originating in BAS. HEIN is illustrated in
Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Simplified overview of the HEIN subsystem.
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5.3.3 Oracle InterConnect

To get data from BAS to HEIN Oracle InterConnect is used. Oracle InterConnect is an integration
solution to integrate heterogeneous systems. It is a message broker based on the Hub and Spoke
model. It features adapters which connect InterConnect to applications and converts messages
to and from the internal data representation of Interconnect. Under the bonnet Inter(:onnect
features an Oracle database with Advanced Queueing so that the publish-subscribe method can
be utilised.

The way InterConnect works is basically that an application sends messages to its adapter which
puts it in the message queue of the Oracle database. Subscribers to it and transform it into their
own data representation by using their adapter.

5.4 The Oracle SOA Suite

GemTax is a product based on Oracle software products. The Vertis BV company is as an Oracle
Partner specialised in Oracle software. Therefore the product of choice for opening up the GemTax
product is by using Oracle's Service Oriented Architecture Suite (SOA Suite).

5.4.1 SOA Suite components

The Oracle SOA Suite contains several components. The components used in the proof of concept
will briefly be introduced, the proof of concept is build using SOA Suite 109 version 10.1.3.1
Developers Preview edition.

Oracle's SOA Suite is an end to end solution for creating service oriented solutions within an
organisation. It provides all the software solutions needed in an SOA together with a single
Integrated Development Environment to implement the SOA. Looking at Figure 3.4 on page 16,
where the seven layers of an SOA are depicted, the Oracle SOA Suite is in all layers, except the
first.

Oracle BPEL Process Manager

Oracle BPEL Process Manager is a 100% native BPEL engine. The processes run as BPEL on the
engine. The BPEL processes manifest themselves as web services to ensure interoperability with
other systems. The BPEL processes can also be invoked through Java APIs, for which proprietary
Oracle components must be used.

Designing the BPEL processes is done by the BPEL designer which is a development tool in the
Oracle jDeveloper development environment. The BPEL designer is an acquired product from
Collaxia and can be considered as mature product. The BPEL Engine has standard out-of-the-box
process dehydration: it stores long running processes in a database to ensure recoverability

The BPEL Engine provides a web based management console that allows every process that is
currently running or has already completed, to be debugged, analysed, stopped or deleted. The
complete BPEL Process Manager and engine runs on the Oracle Application Server and is imple-
mented using Java technology.

Changes in the BPEL processes, or new versions, will be handled in a "versioned" manner, and
will not disrupt the running processes. The new processes or new versions can be independently
tested because processes can be called using the specific version number in the call. Only one
version of the process is the default one which wifi be invoked when no version information is
provided in the call. In this way different versions of the same process can run at the same time.
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Oracle Enterprise Service Bus

The Oracle Enterprise Service Bus is Oracle's message broker in the service oriented world.
Oracle supplies series of adapters for connecting with the ESB: for Oracle products (database,
Oracle Applications etcetera), JMS, email, FTP, Files, PeopleSoft, Tuxedo, Siebel, JD Edwards,
SAP, CICS, IMS and TPF. All adapters conform to the Java Connector Architecture (JCA) 1.5
open standard. JCA allows developers to create custom adapters for connecting "exotic" sys-
tems. Oracle ESB supports the industry-standard protocols as web services, SOAP, JMS, H1TP(s)
and JCA. The ESB is also fully compliant with industry security specific standards such as SSL,
WS-Security and S/MIME to encrypt data.

The ESB runs in the Application Server of Oracle just as the BPEL Process Manager. It is also
implemented in Java.

Oracle Application Server 1O

The Application Server is used in many products of Oracle. it is basically an Apache web server
which hosts the so called Oracle Containers for Java (0C4J). In these containers Java applications
and web services can be deployed.

The OC4J containers can also be used for presenting user interfaces, if a BPEL process features
a human workflow service the user interface is automatically generated and deployed to the
Application Server.

Oracle Web Service Manager

The Web Service Manager is a solution to manage web services. It features a Policy Manager,
Enforcement and a Monitoring Dashboard.

It can enforce policies concerning security or operational issues by providing gateways that man-
age access, message encryption and decryption for a group of web services. These security spe-
cific features therefore do not have to be implemented in the web services themseif. Besides web
service gateways the Web Service Manager can provide agents to enforce additional, fine-grained
level of security by plugging directly into an service.

The Monitoring Dashboard enables the user to collect data, change and inspect policies, gateways
and agents.

Oracle jDeveloper

The development tool jDeveloper is used for designing and building all SOA-related solutions.
It features a complete integrated development environment for designing for example BPEL pro-
cesses and ESB instances.

It comes complete with stock web services which can be used in the BPEL processes or Enter-
prise Service Bus instances. These stock web services include services for XSLT transformations,
human workflow web services, e-mail functionality as a web service etcetera.
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GemTax SOA extension

Fitting the GemTax product into the electronic government a new architecture for the "SOA ex-
tension" has to be made, compatible with the vision the Dutch government has defined.

6.1 Rationale

With the Dutch government promoting the service oriented architecture approach for implement-
ing the electronic government and the impending deadline for finishing the development, local
governments see the need for service oriented products. It is expected that the municipal author-
ities will not buy "normal" applications any more; the applications need to be SOA-compliant.

The idea that more and more information needs to be available online is almost becoming a
commodity Citizens and companies have the need to do their business with the government
using the internet, and want to have insight into personalised information provided on web
sites.

GemTax has a great amount of potential interesting information inside. Giving people insight in
their tax payments or due taxes is a service GemTax can and must provide. Because GemTax is
built on an Oracle platform with Oracle tooling, it would be possible to migrate it to the SOA-
enabled Oracle Fusion platform without too much of a hassle.

Apart from the advantages for the end-user, SOA-enabling GemTax and placing it in the elec-
tronic government SOA-landscape comes with the advantage that the product can make use of
the Key Data Stores in an easy way. GemTax should make full use of this and should obey the
law considering the usage of these data stores.

6.2 Architectural vision

To provide a system for the billing and collection of communal taxes that fits perfectly
into the service oriented landscape of the electronic government, and thus is compli-
ant with the requirements and recommendations the Dutch government provides.

The success of the electronic government will largely depend on the availability of the data for
others. The reference architecture for the electronic government is based on SOA and therefore
client systems need to be SOA-compliant to integrate in this SOA-landscape.
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6.2.1 Electronic government compliant GemTax

For a customer there is not much interaction with the GemTax system. It is not really necessary
The changes in the data on which the tax bills are based, are taken care of by the Key Data
Stores or the responsible department or person when it concerns an other data source. This
means changes in address, valuation of the property or changes in the family household are
automatically synchronised to the client system GemTax. Minor changes such as the choice of
automatic money withdrawal or manual bank transfer is functionality GemTax should expose.
Other functionality is support for the electronic forms for lodging complaints when a customer
finds a fault in his or her tax bill.

For a customer the tax bill itself and the amount of money owed is valuable information. This
information can be exposed by the tax system.

Looking at the Dutch electronic reference architecture and its principles from Chapter 2.2.1 the
following can be said:

1. High quality of service. GemTax features a helpdesk application which should be used
in the front office for serving the customer for all the channels except the internet channel.
For the internet channel GemTax should provide services for use with the electronic forms
and information services for use on the government portal website. GemTax should be
customer-centric on all communication channels.

2. Reduction of administrative burden. GemTax should make use of the Key Data Stores and
not ask the customer for information GemTax could already know via the Key Data Stores.

3. Transparency. The information services of GemTax should give insight into the tax billing
and collecting state, and the state of the lodged complaints (if any).

4. Pro-active service. The services and products Gemlax provides should ultimately be taken
up by the product portfolio.

5. A government that operates as a single and trustworthy entity. GemTax should provide
helpdesk functionality in the front office and use the electronic forms for communicating
via the government portal web site. Communication with the customer should be based on
the BSN number or company number.

6. Improved effectiveness of the government. GemTax should also seek integration with as
much of the mid office solutions as possible (if available).

6.3 System overview

The new architecture sees BAS and HEIN really as one on a functional level. This has a number
of implications:

• BAS is the source of the data for HEIN. Although HEIN has its own database and largely
consists of the same data BAS has, BAS is considered the source and maintainer of the
dataset.

• When BAS is updated, HEIN must follow. BAS and HEIN need to be synch ronised.

• BAS as a data source in GemTax will not be bothered with importing data The mid office
integrates the different systems in the back, mid and front office. BAS as an operational
data store in the mid office should be integrated with the Key Data Stores using mid office
integration solutions such as a message broker. This means that BAS itself should not be
bothered with importing the data from the Key Data Stores itself (because this wifi make it
a back office system): the message broker should integrate BAS and the Key Data Stores.
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In Figure 6.1 the overview of the new architecture is given. For the sake of simplicity the overview
is only depicted in terms of front, mid and back office.

I
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6.3.1 Front office

The front office provides the entrance for the customers to their business with the government
body. For GemTax this means that besides the help desk application which is already present
in GemTax only the Personal Internet Page, Electronic Forms and the Key Data Stores are in the
Front Office.

The reason the Key Data Stores are placed in the front office instead of the back office is because
GemTax as a commercial client system will not know in advance how the data from the Key Data
Stores is obtained. The Cadastre for example has several different ways of supplying updates,
ranging from CD-ROM to VIP and e-mail. For this reason GemTax wifi use the multi channels of
the front office for importing the data from the Key Data Stores.

6.3.2 Mid office

The Mid Office is the layer in which requests from the front office find their way to the correct
system(s) or department(s) in the back office. In the Mid Office GemTax requires a message bro-
ker. This message broker can share data and integrate systems without being part of a business
process. It will receive messages from the front office and route them to the process orchestration
system or directly to the subsystems of GemTax.

BAS as an operational data store is located in the mid office.

A Security Gateway is present to prevent unauthorised access to the mid office. This gateway
also handles security tasks like encryption and decryption of in, or outbound data.
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6.3.3 Back office

CHAPTER 6. GEMTAX SOA EXTEWION

The HEIN system belongs to the back office. The HEIN system may even be used in two or three
different departments depending of the organisation on the back office, but that is not important
in this overview. What is important is to see that BAS and HEIN are integrated using the message
broker from the mid office.

The Feedback Duty System is a new system that must handle the feedback to the Key Data Stores
in case GemTax discovered possibly faulty data originating from the authentic registers. It is
placed in the back office because the responsibility of the data quality of the operational data
store should be with a department in the back office.

6.4 Technical architecture

The technical architecture of the GemTax system can be summarised as shown in the Figure 6.2.

T

6.4.1 The Customer Service Point (CSP)

Outbound service

A government portal or a web site of a municipal authority can provide its user with personalised
tax information. These web sites provide in the authentication and authorisation of the user using
DigiD. The web sites then invoke a web service for providing the personalised tax information in
the Customer Service Point by providing the BSN of the user. This Web Service is a BPEL process
which requests the information from the HEIN system.
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Processing electronic forms

The Customer Service Point (CSP) is concerned with receiving the output from the electronic
forms via the Enterprise Service Bus. An electronic form is a web based form hosted on a gov-
eminent central site where customers can lodge a complaint when they do not agree with their
tax bill, or request a change in their payment method.

These electronic forms are designed by a consortium of municipal authorities. The proof of con-
cept will contain the functionality required for the web services to change payment method,
getting personalised information about their tax bills and lodge complaints as specified by the
consortium.

The CSP receives the data from ESB which it received from the electronic forms as an XML and a
PDF file. The CSP will automatically process the data received and will modify data in BAS and
HEIN. This will be done by an array of BPEL processes. The PDF ifie should be saved in the case
dossier, however, this belong not to the scope of GemTax because this systems was not available
at the time of implementation. The later released Oracle ContentDB and RecordsDB can be used
to implement a case dossier.

Electronic forms are hosted off-site, for example on the web site of the municipal authority, or
the government portal. Here the authentication and authorisation of the users take place. The
electronic forms output a large XML document in the case it concerns an objection form, or the
BSN if it concerns a form for changing the payment method.

Distinctions can be made between three forms of electronic form output:

1. A document in XML and PDF containing all the information needed for making an objec-
tion to a tax bill;

2. A BSN identifying the customer for changing the payment method from automatic money
withdrawal to manual money transfer;

3. A BSN identifying the customer for changing the payment method from manual money
transfer to automatic money withdrawal.

The three distinctive forms are processed by different web services in the Customer Service Point.

6.4.2 The Feedback Duty System (FBDS)

Because GemTax uses data from authentic registers, the Key Data Stores, it has to comply with the
feedback duty. The feedback duty is the duty of the client systems to report possible inconsisten-
cies or errors in the data imported from the authentic registers back to these authentic registers.
This means that until the authentic register finishes the investigation on the report, the data in
question has to stay flagged as possibly incorrect and no further action can be taken.

There are three stages to identify in the event that data is possibly incorrect

1. Notice stage. There is a considerable doubt that some data is correct. This can be a result
from feedback received by the Customer Service Point or it is observed when new data is
merged into BAS. This particular piece of data has to be investigated.

2. Investigation stage. The possibly incorrect data is fed back to the source (the authentic
register). The source has the obligation to conduct a serious investigation and come with a
possible correction within a set time limit dictated by law.
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3. Correction stage. The authentic register has finished the investigation and sends the result
back to the service that reported it, and other interested parties via a publish-subscribe
protocol. It is only then that the data in BAS can be flagged as correct.

The Feedback Duty System is a set of BPEL processes which read the possibly faulty data from
BAS and invoke an asynchronous BPEL process for each item which communicates with the
specific Key Data Store. This item is then sent to the Key Data Store in question. The process will
end when it receives the (corrected) response from the Key Data Store.

6.4.3 Data synchronisation between BAS and HEIN

In this architecture Oracle InteiConnect is not needed. The Enterprise Service Bus performs the
synchronisation process instead.

The communication of data between BAS and HEIN has only one direction: from BAS to HEIN.
This means that if data is changed in HEN, and not in BAS, data inconsistencies occur. It is
therefore important that besides the technical changes in the system the "human factor" also
changes its way of work, so that data changes are done in BAS, not in HEIN.

6.4.4 Web Service Manager

The CSP and the FBDS have to communicate with the outside world through the ESB and thus
special considerations about security and privacy have to be taken into account. The Web Service
Manager from Oracle acts like a proxy between the outside world and the CSP and FBDS to
en/decrypt the messages. This proxy will also enforce access control so only messages from
trusted sites will come through.

6.4.5 Data Import

For BAS to stay a mid office solution, the system must be nothing more than a big datastore with
operational data for other systems to use. The data import and the feedback duty must be done
automatically, or in the case of the feedback duty, a specialised back office department. In the mid
office, BAS should be automatically synchronised with the Key Data Stores using the available
technology solutions, the publish-subscribe method for example.

When BAS is used as more than an operational datastore as is described in Chapter 5.3.1, one
could say it is more a back office system supporting a back office process (data warehousing)
rather than a mid office solution.

The ESB comes standard with a wide variety of adapters. One of these adapters provides in
automatic processing of files from a folder. This File adapter is used to automatically process the
output generated by the third party tools used for importing data from the Key Data Stores. The
ESB allows routing this File adapter to a database adapter in BAS such that the BAS is filled or
updated.

6.4.6 Adapters

The individual systems BAS and HEIN of GemTax use Database Adapters. These adapters are
manifest themselves as web services for executing queries or executing existing PL/SQL proce-
dures in the database. These adapters can be generated using Oracle's development tool jDevel-
oper and are based on the JCA 1.5 standard. Using the Database Adapters the opening up of the
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system can take place on two different levels: the data layer (by executing SQL database queries)
and the logic layer (by executing FL/SQL procedures).

HEIN is an e-Business Suite implementation. The Oracle e-Business Suite has an enormous
database with a complex data structure. Hundreds, maybe thousands of database tables contain
the scattered data. The different modules have often different identifying keys, causing complex
queries to link a11 the data in the proof of concept. This complexity is because normally the func-
tionality of the e-Business Suite is generated and/or configured on a higher level than the data
layer.

6.4.7 Oracle BPEL Process Manager

The Oracle BPEL Process Manager is a process orchestration engine which runs processes as na-
tive BPEL. BPEL describes a flow of web service calls plus some logic to form a business process.
The Oracle BPEL Process Manager is an enabling technology to orchestrate web service work-
flow. The processes manifest themselves as web services in their own right. This allows for the
creation of processes orchestrations which orchestrate other processes.
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Chapter 7

Proof of concept implementation

This chapter is concerned with the implementation of the new archtecture of GemTax. Functional
and technical implementation details will be described

7.1 System overview

Figure 7.1 shows the proof of concept front, mid, back office view. From first sight it is obvi-
ous that the difference is significant. To keep the figure simple, the help desk application is not
depicted in the front office because it belongs not to the scope of the proof of concept.

U Pup

—---—4-

Despite the differences, almost all the points from Chapter 6.2.1 still stand. GemTax, as a product
which is in development from the very beginning of the Dutch electronic government ideas, is
extended with web services such that it becomes a customer-centric product which makes use
of electronic forms and has the potential to be fully incorporated in an electronic government
organisation when the enabling technologies mature.
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7.1.1 Differences with the suggested architecture

There are basically six main differences:

• No Enterprise Service Bus. The Customer Service Point talks directly to the GemTax sub-
systems without an Enterprise Service Bus. Ideally the Customer Service Point would have
initiated an ESB instance which would communicate with the BPEL Process Manager or
web services of BAS and HEIN to ensure a certain level of quality of service. However, the
ESB proved very unstable, probably because it was still a preview version. Almost all the
functionality of the ESB has been replaced by BPEL functionality

• Unchanged data synchronisation between BAS and HEIN. The proof of concept could
not make use of a complete and functional GemTax system. The functionality in the form
of PL/SQL procedures which are already available in HEIN for use with InterConnect can
in theory be reused in an ESB alternative. However, without a complete HEN system these
PL/SQL procedures do not compile and because of an unstable ESB, InterConnect is used
in the proof of concept.

• Unchanged data import. The output of the Key Data Stores is a rather complex set of files
which can not easily be imported using the standard ESB File adapter. A custom import
adapter could be written, for which was no time in the proof of concept. Therefore BAS is
placed in the back office as a system concerned with maintaining a datawarehouse for use
in other back office processes.

• No security. The proof of concept is not intended to go in production and is deployed in a
secure environment. To reduce the complexity the Web Service Manager is not deployed.

• Processing electronic forms. Not much has changed concerning the processing of the elec-
tronic forms as described in Chapter 6.4.1. The only change is that the proof of concept only
accepts XML files as output of the electronic form. This is because the case dossier is not
available in the proof of concept and the case dossier is not a part of GemTax.

• Feedback duty. The law which mandates the feedback duty comes into effect in 2007. At
the moment the proof of concept was developed no specific information on how to perform
the feedback was available. Importing data in BAS is done by using third party tools,
shielding the Key Data Store from GemTax. As soon as the departments responsible for
maintaining the Key Data Stores come with a way to fulfil the feedback duty this can be
implemented. Possible errors are registered in BAS and can easily use stock services like
e-mail functionality from a BPEL process to fulfil the feedback duty.

7.1.2 Providing information

A government portal or a web site of a municipal authority can provide its customer with per-
sonalised tax information. These web sites provide in the authentication and authorisation of the
user using DigiD. The web sites then invoke a web service for providing the personalised tax
information in the Customer Service Point by providing the BSN of the user. This web service is
a BPEL process which requests the information from the HEN system.

7.1.3 Interacting with GemTax

GemTax is considered a blackbox or COTS product. This means that no software development
will take place in the BAS and HEN systems of GemTax. The SOA extension can therefore be
considered as separate system which communicates with GemTax.
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The SOA extension interacts with BAS and HEIN on the database and logic level. Oracle's SOA
Suite provides Database Adapters for executing PL/SQL procedures or database queries. These
database adapters are web services in their own right, and will be invoked from BPEL processes.

Using database adapters for interaction with GemTax automatically means that these adapters
have to connect using a database user to the databases who has certain rights on certain database
tables. This is one of two small modifications to the GemTax system that the SOA extension
requires. The other modification is the addition of new ascertains in the specific database table of
BAS to cope with reports of possibiy incorrect data as reported by the customer.

7.2 Functional design and implementation details

Looking at the Customer Service Point three categories of web services can be discovered:

1. web services for getting personalised information from GemTax;

2. web services for changing the customer's payment method;

3. Web services for dealing with complaints.

7.2.1 Requesting personalised information

When a customer wants to request personalised information, the government first has to know
who it is dealing with. This means using DigiD to authenticate the customer. GemTax will receive
the BSN number and will gather the data based on this number. The process model is shown in
Figure 7.2.

Request personabsed tax Wfocmabon
H

Government
CSP HEIN

F.d
• — —

--—
- — I

Figure 7.2: Process model of providing personalised information to the customer.

With the BSN number the following information is gathered from GemTax:

• Name and address information. With this a customer can see if the correct data about him
is known by the tax systems.

• Tax bill information. Per taxed object the amount, the number of payment terms, payment
deadline, payment method and the billing address is gathered.

• Information about the taxed object. The kind of taxes for the object, the objects address
and the amount of money owed.

• Information about lodged complaints. For all the complaints lodged by the customer
which are available in the system information plus the status is gathered.
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The output is a large XML document containing all the gathered data. The data is gathered using
a number of BPEL processes which all take the BSN number as input. The BPEL processes use
Database Adapters to gather the information from the complex e-Business Suite data structure of
HEIN.

Four BPEL processes are involved in this process. PIPINFO receives the BSN and redirects
this number to three processes which run in parallel: GETCUSTOMERDATA, GETTAxBILL, GET-
BEZWAARSCHRIFTINFO for getting the name and address information, information about taxed
objects and information about lodged complaints respectively. The output of these processes is
merged and transformed in the desired output for PIPINF0 by means of an XSLT transformation.

GetCustomerData

Getting information such as name and address from GemTax is done by a Database Adapter
which queries the HZYARFIES table from the AR database schema. This table contains the
information about the customers including the BSN. This process takes the BSN as input.

Gathered information from the table:

Column Description
ATFRIBUTE2 Registered voter
A1TRIBUTE3 Bank number
ATFRIBUTE4 Giro number (Posthank)
PERSONYIRSLNAME First name
PERSONJvIIDDLENAME Lastname prefix ("tussenvoegsel")
PERSON.LASTJ'JAME Lastname
COUNTRY Country indicator (two letters)
ADDRESS1 Streetname
ADDRESS2 House number
ADDRESS3 House number suffix
CITY City
POSTAL.CODE Postal code
COUNTY Municipal authority

Table 7.1: The gathered personal information

The column ATRIBUTE1 contains the BSN, which is used in the database query to find the
specific row needed.

GetTaxBill

Getting the information about the tax bills of the customer requires some more work to be done.
These so called invoices are identified by the PARTYJD from the AR.HZYARTIES table. This
process takes the BSN as input. A helper BPEL process GETPARTYJD is created which provides
the PARTYID belonging to a BSN it gets as input.

With the PARTYID the following tax bill data is gathered from the table
XXA1'XX)(ADEJNVOICEJ-IEADERS, zero or more rows are returned as shown in table 7.2.

Besides this tax bill data the following data about the taxed object is returned and merged with
the data above
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Column Description
TR)CNUMBER Billing number/identifier
TRXJ)ATE Billing date
BILL .TO..QUSTOMER.NAME Full name of the billed customer
BILL .TO..ADDRESS1 Streetname of the billing address
BILL TOADDRESS2 House number of the billing address
BILLTO..ADDRESS3 House number suffix of the billing ad-

dress
BILLTOYOSTAL Postal code of the billing address
BILLTOCITY City of the billing address
PAYMENTTERMS Number of payment terms
DUEJ)ATE Payment due date
BILL.TOBANIC.ACCOUNTJ'JUM Bank account for billing
TOTAL.AMOUNT Total amount of the bill
INCASSO Payment method

Table 7.2: Tax bill data

Column Description
LINEJTEMDESCRIV11ON Object name
LINEEXTENDED.AMOUNT Amount of money the object is taxed

for
ITEMJ'JAME The kind of tax

Table 7.3: Data of taxed objects

GetBezwaarschriftlnfo

This process is responsible for getting information about lodged complaints by the customer and
also gets the BSN as input. It gathers the following data from the )O(ATX.BEZWAARSCHRIFTEN
of HEIN:

Column Description
AANSLAG.JD Identifier for the corresponding tax bill
STATUSJD State of the complaint
STATUSDATUM Date of the latest state change
ONTVANKELIJK Shows whether or not the complaint is

granted
ONVANGSTDATUM Date the complaint was received

Table 7.4: Information on lodged complaints

This data is appended with the number of appendices the specific complaint contained from the
XXATX.BEZWAARSCHRIFTENDOCS table.

7.2.2 Changing the payment method

There are two ways a customer can pay taxes. The first is by receiving a tax bill and manually pay
this bill. The other way is that the money owed is automatically withdrawn from the customer's
bank account. If the customer wants to switch between these two it can be done by requesting it
using an electronic form. The process model is depicted in Figure 7.3.
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The proof of concept features two web services for this. One for changing to the automatic with-
drawal, the other for changing to manual payment method (AUTOMATICINCASSO and ACCEPT-
GIRO respectively). Again these web services are BPEL processes which use Database Adapters
for making the required changes in HEIN.

'Change payment method

Goent
CSP HEIN

. ----
Ia.*
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L
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Figure 7.3: Process model of changing the payment method.

The payment methods are defined in AR.Alt..RECEIPTJvIETHODS in HEIN. In the table
AR.RA...CUST..RECEIVLMETHODS the payment method of the customer is defined by link-
ing here to the AR.ARRECEIFLMETHODS table. However, finding the specific customer in
AR.RALCUST.RECEIVF...MFFHODS needs some work. Remember that the BPEL processes get
the BSN as input, and the identifier in the

RA..CUSTRECEIVF METHODS is CUSTOMERJD. The helper service GETCuSTOMERID
gets the CUSTOME1UD which belongs to a BSN. This process links the BSN with the PARTYJD
from AR.HZYARTIES which is a foreign key in AR.HZ..CUST.ACCOUN1S. In this table
CUSL.ACCOUNTJD key can then be used to find the corresponding
CUSTOMERJD in AR.RA.RECEIVLMETHODS.

With the BSN now linked to a CUSTOMERJD the BPEL processes AUTOMATICINCASSO and
ACCEPTGIRO can change the payment method to and from automatic withdrawal by getting the
BSN as input.

7.2.3 Lodging complaints

The previous tasks were, apart from the very complex database structure of the e-Business Suite
HEIN, not very complex. Lodging complaints by electronic forms is a different story. Here BAS
comes also in the picture. A complaint about the tax bill is caused by a tax bill based on faulty
information. For example when the value of an object is incorrect, or the party in question has
just moved so the tax bill arrives at the wrong customer. The process model can been seen in
Figure 7.4 on page 59, the rectangle represents automatic actions, the trapezium manual (human)
actions done by public servants.

Refering to Figure 7.4 on page 59 the following can be said:

• The XML document the electronic form gives as output contains all information needed
for the complaint. This means information about the customer, the object in question, and
what the reason is for the complaint.

• Based on the reason for the complaint the first decision is made whether or not the com-
plaint can automatically be administered in HEIN and BAS. For example, the complaint
that the property value of the object is incorrect can automatically be administered, but
when the customer specifies its own "custom" reason this is not the case. The complaint
can automatically be denied (rejected) if, for example, the complaint is out of date.
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• If the decision is made to manually investigate the claim, the BPEL workflow initiates a so
called Human task. This standard Oracle BPEL functionality assigns the task to a user who
has manually to asses the claim using a web based interface.

• Looking at HEIN, it automatically administers the complaint and stops the tax collection in
question. This is the only automated part of HELM. The rest of the tasks in HELM have to
be done by the people of the back office and are supported by already available standard
functionality of HELM.

• When a complaint is caused by faulty data, this particular data from the operational data
store —BAS that is— should be flagged as possibly incorrect. This is done by automatically
moving the specific data from the Data Core of BAS to the Front Portal where it is flagged
as possibly incorrect.

• Depending on the source of the data (a Key Data Store or not) the feedback duty has to be
initiated. If the data did not originate from a Key Data Store standard BAS functionality is
used by a user to asses and correct the data in question.

• After the data is updated the complaint can be processed further by HEN.

Lodging complaints makes use of the complex workflow of the mid office. Not only does the
workflow contain automated process steps, but also manual (human) process steps. The BPEL
Process Manager of Oracle supports this out of the box. The human tasks are standard web
services which are generated and deployed together with the BPEL process. It can even send
SMS messages ore-mails in the same way. This functionality can be very useful with coord mating
complex workflows between different back office processes, as seen here with BAS and HELM.

Looking at Figure 7.4 we basically see three steps in BAS and HEIN:

1. Routing/intake.

2. Create/administer complaint and stop the specific tax collection.

3. Flag the corresponding data as possibly incorrect in BAS.

The routing BPEL process features a Human Workflow which enables a public servant to assess
whether or not the complaint should be automatically processed or manually.

For the automatic creation and administration of the BPEL process a Database Adapter is build on
top of an existing PL/SQL procedure in HELM to administer and stop the specific tax collection.
This procedure is called "ambtshalvei,ezwaren" procedure and belongs to the XXATLBEZWAAR
package from the APPS database schema.

Depending on the lodged complaint certain data has to be marked as possibly incorrect in BAS.
This means that an ascertain on the specific data item needs to be made. The proof of concept
contains a BPEL process which can make an ascertain on the WOZ data, when the customer
lodges a complaint if the valuation of its property is not correct. The specific data item is moved
from the Data Core to the Front Portal and marked. In this way the other back office systems will
not have access to this (possibly) faulty data until the investigation is finished. This is all done by
Database Adapters which execute SQL queries on the data in BAS.

7.3 Summary

Implementing GemTax as an electronic government client system as introduced in Chapter 6
proved difficult. At the time of implementation, the brand new Oracle SOA Suite was still a
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Developers Preview edition resulting in an unstable ESB. Fitting GemTax in the electronic gov-
ernment means SOA-enabling it and make it work together with the solutions the electronic
government has in place (or will have). SOA-enabling on database level is not the best way to
do that. The complex data structure of the e-Business Suite makes even simple tasks rather com-
plex. Preparing GemTax by creating specific PL/SQL procedures in the logic layer will make the
creation of BPEL processes and web services on top of GemTax easier and more maintainable.

It seems also that the rest of the government is not ready for a complete implementation of the
electronic government. The feedback duty is an example of this, it was not possible to implement
it, because the law on the Key Data Stores is not in effect and therefore no information was
available on how to feedback possibly incorrect data to the data source was known.

However, despite the differences between the actual implementation and the architecture from
Chapter 6, the proof of concept implementation of the SOA-extension of GemTax makes a customer-
centric communal tax application from an otherwise rigid and closed application.
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Figure 7.4: Process model lodging a complaint.
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Wrapping up
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

This thesis is about the electronic government and its client systems. The electronic government
is the result of the action plan "Andere Overheid" launched by the Dutch government in 2003. At
the moment of writing it is the latest attempt to improve the service of the government towards
their customers. It calls for a more efficient government, customer-centric, which acts as a single
entity and supports "one stop shopping".

The plan "Andere Overheid" stood at the cradle of several initiatives to implement the electronic
government. Most notably the plans to lower the administrative burden by centralising the data
needed for government processes in the so called Key Data Stores and the Dutch electronic gov-
ernment reference architecture NORA.

The NORA is in essence a recommendation for government and public agencies which defines
the recommended architecture of the electronic government. However, due to the subsidiary
principle government agencies have the right to implement their own "electronic government"
in their own way. That is why the NORA should be viewed as a recommendation defining a
layer on top of a government agency to implement the customer-centric electronic government
acting as a single entity

This thesis centers around the following research question:

In what way should the electronic government architecture be implemented such that
client systems can use the provided data and functionality in the way Dutch laws and
regulations prescribe?

To answer this question the following was investigated:

1. What are the underlying principles of the electronic government?

2. What is the electronic government?

3. What is a viable solution for implementing the electronic government?

4. How should client systems fit in this electronic government?

8.1 The electronic government

The electronic government is based on a set of fundamental principles from five stakeholders:
the Dutch government, the European Union, the Dutch citizens and the Dutch business commu-
nity. These stakeholders work within the boundaries defined by the fifth stakeholder: the Dutch
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judiciaiy. The principles of these stakeholders form the basis of the Dutch electronic government
reference architecture NORA. The idea is to implement the electronic government as one big
service oriented architecture.

Implementing the electronic government three main aspects of the electronic government are
identified which needs to be implemented:

1. A customer-centric approach;

2. one-stop-shopping;

3. act as a single entity

8.1.1 Customer-centric approach

To implement the customer-centric electronic government, a government organisation is split in
three levels: the front office, the mid office and the back office. The front office is concerned with
the communication with the customer. It can do so via a multi-channel approach, such as mail,
e-mail, telephone and internet.

The back office of a government organisation is the place where the actual products the customer
requests are being processed. Because products can span across several back office departments
the IT-landscape of the back office must be integrated and opened up in the SOA of the electronic
government.

The mid office integrates the back office systems, and the back office with the front office. It
does so by providing an enterprise service bus message broker and an operational datastore for
providing aggregated data from the Key Data Stores and the back office systems themselves.
In the mid office service orchestration takes place to direct the product realisation between the
different back office processes.

Not only the back office system should be customer-centric, also the workers from the back of-
fices should see their work as part of a (bigger) product realisation. Therefore, the mid office
implementation implements also human workflow instead of only process orchestration of web
services.

8.1.2 One-stop-shopping

One-stop-shopping means that the customer should be able to requests products, which spread
over multiple back office departments or even government or public organisations, at one place
as one unique request. Digital counters should be created to give to customer a single place it can
do its business with the government. These counters aggregate available services which relate to
eachother by searching the government-wide product portfolio.

8.1.3 Act as a single entity

The electronic government must provide centralised common solutions to act as a single entity
towards the customer. This means that the customer must have a common electronic way to
request products from the government by using electronic forms. The government should have
a central government portal side which shields the customer from all the underlying different
government and public agencies.

Every customer must have a digital identity which must be used throughout the whole electronic
government. DigiD is used for this.
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For other ways of communicating with the government than the Internet, the front office shields
the customer from all back office departments they used to do their business with directly. A
government or public agency acts as a single entity because the front office which "a single face"
towards the customer. The government as a whole can be seen as a single entity by providing a
single front office for the complete government that integrates the front offices of all the organi-
sations in the way the digital counters do that for Internet communication channel.

8.2 Client systems and the electronic government

For a client system to fit into the IT-landscape of the electronic government, the client should
know its position within the front-mid-back office solution of the specific domain it is deployed
in. Depending on the position of the client system it has to integrate with the solutions already
available or implement a common solution.

Client systems in the back office must be open enough to be integrated with the mid office solu-
tions and in that way with the other back office systems. Front office systems should be compat-
ible with the multi-channelled communication channels and mid office solutions.

Client systems need to be open and SOA-compliant. Functionality needed for providing a spe-
cific deliverable in product realisation needs to be accessible by web services so that it can be
orchestrated by the process orchestrator and used by the case dossier.

Once the client system has been positioned in the front-mid-back office solution the three aspects
of the electronic government come into view again:

1. Is the system customer-centric? What does the customer wants with the system? Does the
system need interaction with the customer?

2. Is the system part of a chain of services? Does the system supply a deliverable in a product
realisation process? So does it need integration with mid office solutions such as the case
dossier to be part of the one-stop-shopping product realisation?

3. Should the client system use common components? Is the client system dependent on
common components, such as the electronic forms, the product portfolio etcetera, of the
electronic government? Should it hide itself behind the single common "face" of the gov-
ernment?

SOA-enabling existing applications remains a difficult task. The systems implement their own
processes which not always can be exposed. The systems can also be difficult to create web
services upon. It all depends on the application itself whether or not it can be absorbed in the
electronic government.

In the end the subsidiary principle gives client systems almost a carte blanche on how they will
fit in the electronic government.

8.3 The Proof of Concept

The Proof of Concept implementation is concerned with the GemTax product for billing and
collecting communal taxes. It is for use by municipal authorities. It consists of an operational
datastore, a message broker and the actual system for billing and collecting taxes.

Because GemTax is based on Oracle software the SOA-extension for GemTax is build with Oracle's
SOA Suite 10 10.1.3.1 Developers Preview. The architecture for this extension splits the GemTax
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system in a front-mid-back office solution. The operational datastore and Oracle's ESB plus BPEL
Process Manager inhabit the mid office, whereas the actual system for billing and collecting taxes
resides in the back office. The front office connects the Key Data Stores with the operational
datastore, but also gives access to the electronic forms for customer interaction and the already
present GemTax helpdesk application.

The customer-centric aspect of Gemlax lies in the electronic forms interaction, the helpdesk ap-
plication and the information services. A customer can request a change in payment method
or lodge a complaint using electronic forms. GeinTax SOA-extension provides an information
web service which gathers tax bill information based on the BSN number of the customer. This
information can be used on the Personal Internet Page of the government portal web site.
By placing the GemTax helpdesk application in the front office and the use of the common com-
ponent as the electronic form helps the municipal authority act as a single entity.

The actual implementation differs from the proposed architecture because of the use of the pre-
production version of the Oracle SOA Suite. Fact is, and remains, that because of the subsidiary
principle the actual Proof of Concept implementation is not all of a sudden invalid, but not-
optimal at most.

8.4 Future research

The Dutch government is not known for its fast response to market changes or adequate reforms
to service their customers in an optimal way. Bureaucracy always seems to be associated with
slow and inefficient service. The IT sector should keep a close eye on the electronic government
development. The development of the electronic government will continue in the years to come.
Maybe it is wise for the IT sector to "guide" the government to the desired implementation of
the electronic government, because it would not be the first time a government initiative for elec-
tronic service fails [4]. The Centric software company is doing so with its Centric Melodies. Many
more software companies should provide standard COTS products to speed up the implementa-
tion of the electronic government at all government agencies.
A great deal of research is still necessary on the Common Index, new common solutions and pro-
cess integration. With the continuing integration and collaboration of the nations of the European
Union the different governments will continue to seek integration of the systems. Here a great
deal of research still needs to be done. Crime fighting, disaster prevention, anti-terrorism for ex-
ample require collaboration and fast data sharing between government agencies from different
nations.
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The complete overview of the Key Data Stores and their relation to eachother. It is in Dutch and
taken from the NORA.

Figure 1: The complete overview of the Key Data Stores that be implemented by 2009 [7] (as of
May 2006).
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Figure 2: Explaining legend for Figure 1, taken from [7].
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